
SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF PURCHASING TICKETS FOR THE NEXT (SECOND) DAY 

TO SUNTAGO WATER PARK FOR GUESTS STAYING OVERNIGHT IN SUNTAGO VILLAGE 

1. This offer is addressed only to people who are staying overnight at Suntago Village (the “Guests”). 

2. The purchase of tickets under this offer is possible only at the reception desk of Suntago Village, i.e. at 57 Żukowska 

Street, 96-320 Świnice. 

3. Each Guest is entitled to purchase one ticket for a given day to Suntago Water Park with a 50% discount on the regular 

price provided in the current price list of Suntago Water Park for a given type of ticket for the next (but not the first) 

day of their visit at Suntago Water Park, if they meet the following conditions: 

a. the purchase of a ticket with a 50% discount is made together with the purchase of a ticket with the standard 

10% discount on the current Suntago Water Park price list, which the Guest purchases for their first day of visit 

to Suntago Water Park during the given period of stay at Suntago Village; 

b. the ticket with the 50% discount is of the same type as the ticket being purchased with the standard 10% 

discount (e.g. the purchase of a 4-hour ticket to Jamango for a child under the age of 16 allows only for the 

purchase, with a 50% discount, of a 4-hour ticket to Jamango for a child under the age of 16); 

c. the ticket with a 50% discount is purchased for the so-called “second day”, i.e. a day immediately following 

the day for which the Guest purchased a ticket with the standard 10% discount; 

d. the purchase of tickets is made at the reception desk of Suntago Village. 

4. The above-mentioned 50% discount also applies to the purchase of a ticket for the following days (the third and 

subsequent days), subject to the earlier purchase of the tickets, under the conditions set forth in point 3 above.   

5. The Guests may purchase only as many tickets as the number of nights they stay at Suntago Village plus 1(one), i.e. 

the first ticket with a 10% discount, the second and subsequent tickets with a 50% discount, but not more than the 

number of nights they stay at Suntago Village plus 1(one).  

6. The purchase of a ticket with a 50% discount is possible only with the simultaneous purchase of a ticket with a 10% 

discount for the previous day at the Suntago Village reception desk (in one transaction). A Guest who purchases only 

a 10% discount ticket (as part of the standard discount offer for Suntago Village guests) is not eligible for this special 

offer. 

7. Tickets purchased under this offer should be used by the same person (Guest) and may not be resold or transferred 

to another person in whole or in part. 

8. Tickets purchased under this offer may not be transferred to another date or canceled. 

9. The terms and conditions of the offer are defined solely by this document, and any information about the offer 

available in any advertising materials is for informational purposes only. 

10. This offer is valid for stays from 12 May 2023 until 31 December 2023, however it can be revoked at any time, provided 

that it will remain valid for reservations made before such a revocation.  

11. Reservation of accommodation at Suntago Village does not guarantee that Guests will be able to take advantage of 

this offer, which means that Guests must take into account the possibility of closure of Suntago Water Park, including 

due to important reasons (e.g. technical), as well as the limits for entering Suntago Water Park which are in force on 

a given day. Before purchasing the tickets, the Guests should check if Suntago Water Park is open on the given day. 

12. This offer cannot be combined with other offers, discounts and promotions offered by the operators of Suntago Village 

and Suntago Water Park, unless otherwise stated in the rules of individual promotions/offers. 

13. The Guest is obliged to ensure that the people who use the tickets purchased under this offer, before starting their 

visit at Suntago Water Park and using the services of the Suntago Water Park, have read the General Regulations of 

Suntago Water Park available at the Suntago Village reception desk and on the website: 

https://parkofpoland.com/en/terms. People entering Suntago Water Park are obliged to comply with the above 

regulations during their stay at Suntago Water Park. 

14. Any answers and explanations regarding this offer are available at the reception desk of Suntago Village. 


